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For some painters, even some of the greatest, a successful painting emerges from 
the chaos; chaos of an irregular life beset with difficulties, a studio where nothing 
has a place, a motif plucked from the unconscious brought to painful or triumphant 
resolution through a long night burning the midnight oil. For others, like Archie 
Forrest, a highly tuned aesthetic sensibility combines with a rigorous intellect and 
requires that everything needed is to hand, that all the materiel is of a quality to 
match the seriousness of the process. then the magic can begin. All his paintings 
start with reality, with observation of the real. in the studio he will set up his still 
life, placed in an interior space, viewpoint and lighting decided before he roughs 
in the shapes. From then on the tension between instinctive, unconscious impulses 
and the demands of significant form; volume, line and colour sustain the creative 
process. For landscape he has to marshal the ingredients of his composition to 
satisfy the same pictorial demands. the starting point might be the colour of the 
hull of a Portuguese pilchard boat pulled up on the beach or the red roofs of villas 
seen through a great tree borrowed from cézanne; each picture will be true to the 
moment of its inspiration but must satisfy the same painterly demands. the magic 
might come with one single mark; a judicious colour note or the breaking of a curve. 
before the artist can add his distinctive signature a picture may have been knocked 
right back, scraped down, left in the periphery of his eye for a week, turned upside 
down, put in a frame and hung on a wall as if finished. before an exhibition Forrest 
will have most of his pictures in this state of near completion so that the deadline 
can be invoked to induce a creative stress which can prove a vital part of the 
resolution. the result is a tumultuous parade of colour, a celebration of painting and 
an affirmation that painting matters. 

guy PePloe

introduction

right: Archie Forrest in his studio 
Photograph: david eustace
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still liFe
I adore music. I often use its terms  
to describe my painting process.

Still life offers me the chance to compose a visual tune.

Notes, chords, tempo and mood can be mirrored  
with marks, signs, texture and structure.

A dischord by a wee splash of alien pigment  
colour as a surprise to the eye.

When asked about my interest in colour I usually reply 
by saying I love playing at the top end of the keyboard.

Blacks being my bass notes.
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1 Interlude
oil on linen
60 x 80 cms
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2 Lidl Cyclamen
oil on linen
36 x 28 cms
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3 Studio Still Life
oil on linen
71 x 76 cms
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4 Sunlit Table
oil on linen
30 x 41 cms
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5 Three Pipes
oil on linen
60 x 40 cms
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6 Coin de Table
oil on linen
30 x 41 cms
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7 Wild Flowers
oil on linen
60 x 40 cms
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8 Flowers and Fruit
oil on linen
51 x 61 cms
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9 Open Tulips
oil on linen
81 x 54 cms
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10 Red Jug with Tray
oil on linen
30 x 41 cms
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11 Two Tables
oil on linen
81 x 54 cms
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12 Yellow Cloth
oil on linen
50 x 50 cms
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13 Basket of Fruit
oil on linen
30 x 41 cms
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14 Fig Basket
oil on linen
30 x 41 cms
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15 Fruit & Jug Contre Jour
oil on linen
30 x 41 cms
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16 Red Coffee Pot
oil on linen
60 x 80 cms
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17 Lilies I
oil on linen
46 x 27 cms
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18 Pink Tulips
oil on linen
60 x 80 cms
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19 Lilies and Limes
oil on linen
71 x 76 cms
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20 Stargazers with Yellow Pot
oil on linen
56 x 71 cms
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21 Full Table
oil on linen
100 x 100 cms
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22 Round Table 1
oil on linen
80 x 40 cms
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23 Tungsten Table, Room 51, La Colombe
oil on linen
43 x 53 cms





FrAnce
“Travel Maketh Man” I read this essay as a young 

schoolboy when a distant trip to London  
was a trip to the moon.

Mark making for me in painting equates  
to vocabulary in writing and poetry.

Foreign landscape with different skies, roofs  
and trees, provides the challenge and opportunity  

to create new marks and signage through the  
resolvement of the creative process.

The gifted painter can make an apple spin with  
the minimum of brush strokes – I have been  

in awe of this skill all of my life.

I have painted every corner of France over many years.

No country I feel changes as much from  
north – south, east – west.

The silver northern skies with the primary  
palette of the south.

That’s a dictionary of experience.
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24 17th July, La Colombe
oil on linen
71 x 71 cms
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25 Pink House and Palms, Antibes
oil on linen
50 x 50 cms
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26 Pink House with Palms
mixed media
30 x 30 cms
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27 Pine Tree and Phare
oil on linen
60 x 48 cms
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28 Vincent’s Bridge, Arles
mixed media
30 x 30 cms
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29 Boatyard, Cassis
mixed media
30 x 30 cms
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30 Village, Drome
oil on linen
51 x 76 cms
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31 Cros de Cagnes
mixed media
30 x 30 cms
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32 Sunday, Cagnes sur Mer
mixed media
30 x 30 cms
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33 Collioure
oil on linen
30 x 60 cms





PortugAl
My travels in Portugal were born out of an invitation to 

have a feet up fortnight in a friend’s splendid villa.

Eight years and several paintings later, I still return.

The landscape differs, as does colour affected by 
different light.

This is the chance to change “key”. To discover new 
colour chords using observation. Painting language can 

be complex. My approach is rather simple.

Find stimulation, capture then share. Hopefully you will 
connect as coincidence of emotion and experience.

I have no preference. Still life, landscape or portraits.

I just find great pleasure in the making. 

I love the visual mathematics –  
the Chinese algebra of painting.

Look, describe, conjure. Add a personality  
to make the song yours.

They use a different cool-green net twine in the Algarve.

The sea seems greener too.

Is this a practical sensibility?

Artists ask questions.

There is always something, the same,  
but different, to paint.
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34 Ferragudo, Algarve
oil on linen
30 x 60 cms
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35 Pine, Val Do Lobo
oil on linen
46 x 51 cms
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36 Barco, Salema
oil on linen
30 x 60 cms
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37 Fishermen’s Beach, Algarve
mixed media
20 x 40 cms

38 Birds and Boats
mixed media
20 x 40 cms
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39 Boat and Bike
mixed media
20 x 40 cms
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40 Four Boats, Carvoiero
oil on linen
36 x 61 cms
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41 Huts and Creels
mixed media
20 x 40 cms

42 Fishing Family, Algarve
mixed media
30 x 40 cms
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43 Fishing Boats, Tavira
mixed media
30 x 30 cms
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44 Making Good, Tavira
mixed media
20 x 40 cms
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45 Sorting the Catch
mixed media
30 x 40 cms

46 Reflections
mixed media
30 x 40 cms
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1950 born in glasgow 
1969-1973  studies at glasgow school of Art
1978-1985 tutor at glasgow school of Art
1985 became Full time Painter
1988 elected member of royal glasgow institute of the Fine Arts

solo exhibitions
1981  Paintings of France, own studio 
1983  Paintings of italy, own studio
1985  Paintings of America, own studio
1988  Paintings of France, own studio
1990 Portland gallery, london
1993  Portland gallery, london
1995  Portland gallery, london
1996  the scottish gallery, edinburgh
1997  Portland gallery, london
2000  Portland gallery, london
2001  the scottish gallery, edinburgh
2003  Portland gallery, london
2005  Portland gallery, london
2008  Portland gallery, london
2009  Portland gallery, london
2010  the scottish gallery, edinburgh
2013  Portland gallery, london
2013  creative mackintosh Festival, willow tea rooms, glasgow
2014 the scottish gallery, edinburgh

Archie Forrest has been a regular exhibitor at the royal glasgow institute of the Fine 
Arts and at the royal scottish Academy since 1975. he has won numerous awards 
for both his painting and sculpture. examples of his work can be found in private and 
corporate collections worldwide. 

Archie Forrest
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collections include
Argyll group plc
beatson oncology centre
bbc
biocon, bangalore, india
deloitte
glasgow Art club
glasgow museums and Art galleries
glasgow royal infirmary
icAP plc
lightbody ventures
macfarlane group (clansman) Plc
maclay, murray and spens
macroberts Partnership
mar hall hotel
national museums of scotland
new edinburgh ltd
nhs greater glasgow and clyde
one devonshire gardens
restaurant Andrew Fairlie, gleneagles

 
royal college of Physicians
royal scottish Academy of music and drama
scottish Amicable
scottish national Portrait gallery
scottish opera
stirling university
the Alexander gibson opera school
the earl of wemyss and march
the Fleming collection
the glasgow Academy
the royal bank of scotland
the royal conservatoire of scotland
the shurniak gallery, saskatchewan
the savoy group
the western baths club, glasgow
whyte & mackay
william teacher & sons ltd
w.m. mann & co. investment ltd.
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Archie Forrest and the scottish gallery would like to thank david eustace for kindly allowing the use of his 
photographs in this catalogue.

glasgow born photographer david eustace is widely respected as a photographer’s photographer. living 
between glasgow and new york, he has worked for most major magazines and his list of sitters reads like a who’s 
who in the world of art, cinema music and design; tracey emin to sir Peter blake, sophia loren to James earl Jones, 
radiohead to sir Paul mccartney, lord norman Foster to milton glaser. but his work is not restricted to portraiture; 
he also works in fashion, landscape and documentary projects.

eustace’s work is held in both public and private collections wordwide, including deutsche bank, the national 
Portrait gallery, london and the glasgow museum of modern Art.

in 2011 he was awarded an honorary doctor of Arts from edinburgh napier university.
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